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Innocence shattered, Rain Jenkins leaves the dollhouse behind as she is forced into the trap house.

Forced to get married to a stranger, Rain is introduced to a life of drugs, sex, and abuse as her new

norm. Relying on the strength she learned from her grandfather, Rain decides to take not only her

life but her heart into her hands. Can Rain leave the trap alone? Will the streets swallow her whole?

Rain must use not only her strength but her wit to survive.
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I initially had a sample delivered to my phone, I found myself rushing back to read more. I had to

order it, I absolutely love reading. When a book captures my attention like this one I can't stop

reading until I'm done. The book made me walk with each character and feel what they were feeling.

I am waiting on part II to drop!

This book is off the hook! I loved it. It was very exciting. Keep up the good work. Can't wait for part 2



Characters were developed. Plot of the book was pretty outstanding. It did drag on in some parts

and got convoluted because everybody was sleeping with everybody. But the essence of the book

was always present. If there was one thing that I would have liked changed is that the cruelty of

Entebbe was always told in reminiscent ways until toward the end of the book, so his cruelty wasn't

really there until then. And boy was he menacing. Also if his cruelty was at the end of the book, then

so was her slave type behavior and clarity of what she was truly dealing with at home at the end too.

That being said, DO NOT let that deter you from reading this very good read.Some editing issues,

but not that much.Enjoy.JaKai

Page turner like hell. Throughout all life had to offer and through all the pain and torture. I'm glad

Rain came out on top. I don't know if there will be a 3 book but if so I would like to know why Rain's

ex-husband qnd mother were found together. Something sounds fishy. Other than that, I really

enjoyed the book.

This was a good read it just took some time to grasp the story.... i like how all the places it talked

about i knew. I hated Entebbe cant believe her mother Lorraine either.FELICIAFELICIA

Now that's a book. Rain over came things that would have broken anyone, especially a child. But

through it all she found herself and became the person she was meant to be.

For this to be your first book you did a really good job. Poor Rain so happy she got away from crazy.

Great read I can't wait for more you pen game is serious good job !looking forward to more of your

work ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â•
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